
Shape Vehicles

Create a vehicle using 
circles, squares, triangles, 
rectangles or half circles.

Trace and cut out shapes.
Glue the pieces together to 

make a special type of 
transportation!



Magnet  Tugboats

Choose a tugboat and cut it 
out carefully.

Cut a piece of yarn, about 6 
inches long.  Tape one end onto 

the tugboat.

Take 2 small pieces of magnet.  
Peel off the paper backing, and 

stick the 2 pieces together 
with the other end of the yarn 

in between the magnets.



Travel  Game

Choose a gameboard.
Take a sheet of directions 

and car markers.
Use a paperclip and a 

brad fastener to make the
 circle into a spinner.

Color and cut out the 4 car 
markers.  Color each car a 

different color.

Glue the directions on the back of 
the gameboard.  Play a game with 
your grown up, then take it home 

to play again!



Refueling  Station

Hot Dog Racers:  Use the 
tongs to take a hot dog.  

Be careful of the hot pan.

Use toothpicks to attach 
4 cheese ball wheels.

Pour yourself a glass of 
“gasoline”.

Don’t forget to clean up 
your spot!



Land, Sea and Air Sorting

Fold a sheet of white paper 
into thirds. 

Use crayons to turn the top 
1/3 into air, the middle 1/3 into land, 
and the bottom 1/3 into sea.  Cut 
out the labels and glue them on.

Cut out at least 3 vehicles 
that belong in each section

of your paper.  

3 air vehicles, 
3 land vehicles 
3 sea vehicles.



On  The  Go  Graph
Take a transportation graph.  

Count the vehicles in the box at the 
top of the paper.  Graph the 

correct number of each vehicle.

Talk about what your graph shows 
– Which kind of transportation did 

you have the most of?  
- Which did you have the least of?  

- Did you have the same amount of 
any type of vehicle?



Stop  and  Go  Sign

Trace and cut out a red stop 
sign.  Write the word STOP with a 

black crayon.  Glue it onto one 
side of a white paper.  

Trace and cut out a green circle.  
Write the word GO with a black 
crayon.  Glue it onto the other 

side of the white paper.  

Glue a tongue depressor inside 
your Stop and Go sign.



Paint A Vehicle

Write your name on the back of 
your paper.

Use the paint to create your 
own special vehicle.  

Write the name of your vehicle 
under your painting.

Put your painting in your mailbox 
in your own classroom.


